
 Cat puppet

 6 mice

 6 square Post-it notes (or 6 
squares of paper cut to that 
size) 

 Some music (on a device 
where you can stop and 
start the music easily), for 
playing ‘Musical Chairs’ 

20–25 minutes

THE CAT AND THE MICE

‘Musical Chairs’:

Remind your child of the traditional game 'Musical Chairs’. Explain that 6 mice are now going to play that game, 
but they will need some help. Put out 6 square Post-it notes in a grid of 2 by 3 (see photo above) to be the chairs, 
and bring in the 6 mice. Explain to the mice: You must each find a chair to sit on. Ask your child to help each 
mouse sit on one of the ‘chairs’. 

Put on a fun voice and tell the mice: When I start the music, you must get up and walk around the two rows of 
chairs. When the music stops, you must find a chair to sit on as quick as you can. Then whisper to your child, to 
make sure that they understand to help the mice with this. Continue: You must walk, not run, and you must not 
move or push the chairs!

Start the music. Make sure your child moves the mice around – you could add to the humour by making some 
mice go off or go in the wrong direction until they learn how to play properly. Remove a chair while they are 
doing that. Ask your child if they think there will be enough chairs when the music stops. Then stop the music.

Say: Quick, mice! Find a chair to sit on! Have your child put the mouse nearest to each chair on that chair. To the 
mouse that is left without a chair, say: Sorry, little mouse! We can play again later. For now, you need to wait at 
the side. Have your child move the mouse to the side. 

Turn the music on again, take away another chair and ask your child what they think will happen this time. Deal 
with the mouse that is left without a chair, as before.

Repeat until only one chair remains and finally only one mouse. Say: Congratulations, little mouse! You won!  
Give him a ‘high five’. 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child hears mathematical phrases: as many as, more than, less than, equal to – in meaningful contexts.
Your child experiences the meaning of ‘as many as’ and ‘one less than’ in the context of active games.
Your child participates co-operatively in role play.

To introduce the concept of one-to-one correspondence using kinaesthetic activities 
To provide an active experience of the meaning of ‘as many as’ and ‘one less than’
To introduce mathematical language, e.g. as many as, more than, fewer than, less 
than, an equal number of
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Talk to your child about why the game worked (because the number of chairs was always ‘one less/fewer than’ the number of mice, and the number 
of mice was always ‘one more than’ the number of chairs).

The Cat and the Mice:

Try to avoid your child counting and using specific numbers for answers, by constantly modelling the mathematical language explained below.

Place your Post-it notes from before randomly on the floor. Explain that these are the mouse houses, but only one mouse can fit in each one. Put the 
cat puppet nearby. Ask your child to help you put the mice out to play in the field, near their ‘houses’. Then chant this rhyme with actions, while 
looking towards the cat, to introduce the mathematical vocabulary:

Kitty cat, kitty cat, do you want to play? Beckon the cat. 
So many mice in the field today! Point to all the mice.
Kitty cat, kitty cat, can you catch a mouse? Look enquiringly at the cat.
Every little mouse has got a little house. Point to all the mice and all the houses.
A little mouse for every house. Point to each mouse and each house.
A little house for every mouse. Point to each house and each mouse.
Equal, equal, can you see? Line up each mouse next to a house.
Kitty cat, quick, before the mice flee! Beckon the cat with urgency.

In preparation for the game, reinforce the language by using questions, for example: How many mice are in this field? One, a few or many? (many 
mice!) How many mouse houses are there? One, many or a few? As many as there are mice? (many mouse houses; a mouse house for every mouse; 
each mouse has a house). What is more and what is less – mice or houses? (the same number of mouse houses as mice; as many mouse houses are 
there are mice; an equal number of mice and mouse houses).

Now play the game. You are the cat (hold the puppet) and your child helps the mice. Ask your child to help them to know that 
it’s safe to come out of their mouse houses, run around the field and search for food and play. Suddenly, make noises as the 
cat wakes up, stretches, and meows loudly. Put on a voice for cat and say, ‘You are out of your houses! I'm coming to get you!’
Your child must help each mouse get back to one of the mouse houses and jump inside it (put the mouse onto the Post-it 
note). Then the cat comes to each mouse house in turn to check if he can find any mice in the field. As the cat, say, ‘There are 
as many mouse houses as there are mice. I can't catch anyone. They all have a mouse house to hide in!’

This time offer your child to be the cat and remove one house. Tell the mice to come out to play (move them around yourself).
Then tell the cat (your child) to ‘wake up’ as before and start to come after the mice. This time the cat catches the mouse who cannot find an empty 
mouse house.

Ask your child: Why did one mouse get caught this time? How did it happen? (in the beginning, there were as many mouse houses as there were 
mice. Now there are fewer mouse houses than there are mice).

Continue the game, alternating turns or as you wish. You could increase the challenge by removing more than one house at a time and asking your 
child to explain why more mice got caught.

THE CAT AND THE MICE – continued 
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Cut out the six mice separately. Cut out the cat puppet.
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